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In The News

CSIR Announces Whole Genome
Sequencing of 1000 Indians
An Important Step Towards Predictive
& Preventive Medicine

From L to R: Dr Shekhar C. Mande, DG-CSIR; Hon’ble Minister, Dr Harsh Vardhan and Dr Rakesh Mishra, Director, CCMB

At a press conference recently, Dr Harsh
Vardhan, Minister for Science & Technology,
Earth Sciences and Health & Family Welfare
announced that in a significant development,
CSIR had sequenced the genome of 1000 Indians
from different populations. This was achieved as

part of the IndiGen initiative undertaken by CSIR
in April 2019, and implemented by the CSIRInstitute of Genomics and Integrative Biology
(CSIR-IGIB), New Delhi and CSIR-Centre for
Cellular and Molecular Biology (CSIR-CCMB),
Hyderabad.
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Dr Harsh Vardhan
said that the whole
genome data would
be important for
building the knowhow,
baseline data and
indigenous capacity in
the emerging area of
precision medicine.
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The genome sequencing and
computational analysis of 1008
Indians was accomplished in six
months demonstrating scalability at an
industrial scale in a defined timeline.
The development could signal a major
step towards enabling predictive and
preventive medicine.
The outcome of the Indigen
project will be utilised to understand
the genetic diversity on a population
scale, make available genetic variant
frequencies for clinical applications
and enable genetic epidemiology of
diseases. The whole-genome data
and knowhow for the analysis of
large scale genomic data is expected
to enable evidence and aid in the
development of technologies for
clinical and biomedical applications
in India.
Speaking on the occasion, Dr
Harsh Vardhan said that the whole
genome data would be important
for building the knowhow, baseline
data and indigenous capacity in the
emerging area of precision medicine.
He further asserted that the outcomes

of the Indigen will have applications
in a number of areas including faster
and efficient diagnosis of rare genetic
diseases.
Dr Harsh Vardhan added that
epidemiology of genetic diseases to
enable cost-effective genetic tests,
carrier screening applications for
expectant couples, enabling efficient
diagnosis of heritable cancers and
pharmacogenetic tests to prevent
adverse drug reactions are some of
the other benefits of this initiative.
He also highlighted the
IndiGenome card and accompanying
IndiGen mobile application that
enables participants and clinicians to
access clinically actionable information
in their genomes. He said that it
ensures privacy and data security,
which is vital for personal genomics
to be implemented at scale. Dr Harsh
Vardhan elaborated that this is being
pilot tested in individuals, across India
and has evinced interest from several
Indian commercial organisations.
DG-CSIR, Dr Shekhar C. Mande
in his comments mentioned that it is

important to ensure that India, with
its unparalleled diversity, is adequately
represented in terms of genomic data
and develops indigenous capacity to
generate, maintain, analyze, utilise
and communicate large-scale genome
data, in a scalable manner.
CSIR has led human genomic
sciences in India and has made major
contributions in understanding the
‘Indian Genome Variation’. Pioneering
collaboration in genomics has been
fostered by CSIR both nationally and

internationally. Furthermore, CSIR
contributed towards the first personal
human genome in India and in
understanding the ancestral population
in India and early migrations that led
to what we know today on distinct
ethnic groups.
CSIR also pioneered the application
of genomics in clinical settings in the
area of rare genetic diseases in India
by means of DNA/Genome based
diagnostics and interaction with a
large number of clinical collaborators.

Vigyanika: International Science
Literature Festival 2019
CSIR-National Institute of
Science Communication
and Information Resources
(CSIR-NISCAIR) and
Vigyan Prasar organised
Vigyanika-International
Science Literature Festival
during 5-7 November 2019
at Kolkata. The literature
festival was held as a part of
the fifth India International
Science Festival megaevent and was attended
by more than 200 invitees,
researchers, scientists and
Prof. Ashutosh Sharma addressing the gathering
students.
Presiding over the inaugural as important for scientists as it is
function at the Biswa Bangla important to the different sections of
Convention Centre, Mr Jayant the society. Prof. Sharma added that
Sahasrabuddhe, Organising Secretary, communication of science is a major
Vijnana Bharti said that the confluence scientific social responsibility and
of science and literature will go a long we need to encourage scientists and
way in taking science to the masses. researchers to take to popular science
Prof. Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary, writing as well.
Department of Science and
Eminent computer scientist
Technology in his keynote address Dr Vijay Bhatkar, President, Vijnana
said that science communication is Bharti, who was the chief guest at

Prof. Ashutosh
Sharma said that
communication of
science is a major
scientific social
responsibility and we
need to encourage
scientists and
researchers to take
to popular science
writing as well.
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Dr Baldeo Bhai
said there should
be country-wide
programmes that
encourage science
communication in
Indian languages.

the inaugural function said that the
dimension of science literature is
important for science communication.
He added that the IISF’s science
literature fair is a welcome step that
connects the masses to science.
Emphasizing the need for science
communication in Indian languages,
Dr Baldeo Bhai Sharma, Former
Chairman, National Book Trust, said
that there should be country-wide
programmes that encourage science
communication in Indian languages.
Dr Partha Ghose noted physicist
and author said that without science
literature, science cannot grow roots.
He remarked that science fiction is an
important part of science literature
and we need many more science
fiction writers in India.
Dr Krishna Bihari Mishra, Padma
Shri awardee in his address said
that there is no difference between
literature and science. These are two

ways of presenting the same truth, he
remarked.
Other dignitaries of the inaugural
function included Mr B. Anand,
Additional Secretary and Financial
Adviser, DST, Prof. Hak-SooKim, For mer Chair of AASSA
Special Committee on SHARE
Communication from South Korea
and Dr Bimal Roy, Chairman of the
National Statistical Commission.

Science of Happiness

What is happiness? More specifically,
what is the science behind happiness?
What can happiness lead to? These
were some of the questions addressed
during an engaging panel discussion
on the theme, Science of Happiness.
Swami Atmapriyananda, ViceChancellor, Ramakrishna Mission
Vivekananda Educational & Research
Institute, Kolkata said that happiness
and peace go hand in hand. In today’s

From Left to Right: Dr Partha Ghose; Dr Bimal Roy, Chairman of the National Statistical Commission; Dr Manoj Kumar
Patairiya, CSIR-NISCAIR; Mr Jayant Sahasrabuddhe, Organising Secretary, Vijnana Bharti; Vijay Bhatkar, President, Vijnana
Bharti; Dr Baldeo Bhai Sharma, Former Chairman, National Book Trust; Dr Pallab Banerji, Professor, IIT Kharagpur; Prof.
Hak-Soo-Kim, Former Chair of AASSA Special Committee on SHARE communication from South Korea; and Mr B. Anand,
Additional Secretary and Financial Adviser, DST, during the release of Vigyaniya’s Theme Book
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Panel discussion on ‘Contemporary Science Literature: A Perspective’

time, we are losing the much essential
human qualities of contentment
and forbearance, he said. Unhealthy
competitiveness and undue ambitions
are taking a toll on happiness, Swami
Atmapriyananda added.
Speaking on the famous Gross
National Happiness index of Bhutan,
Dr Saamdu Chetri, Visiting Professor,
IIT Kharagpur said that we have to be
content with what we have to remain
happy.
Dr Manas Kumar Mandal,
Former Director, Defence Institute
of Psychological Research spoke
about happiness as a driver of
innovation and as social equity for
community growth. Dr Mandal said
that the lack of a reward system
for scientists to engage with the
public is an impediment to science
communication.
Ms Nguyen TuongLan, Vietnam
Academy of Science and Technology
spoke about the link between
motivation and happiness in science.

UNESCO-Kalinga Prize Winner
for Science Popularisation, Dr
Narender K. Sehgal chaired the
panel discussion that was co-chaired
by Prof. Finarya Legoh, Vice-Chair,
AASSA Special Committee on
SHARE Communication.

Contemporary Science
Literature: A Perspective

The panel discussion on the theme
Contemporary Science Literature: A
Perspective was chaired by Dr Avanish
Kumar Srivastava, Director of CSIRAdvanced Materials and Process
Research Institute (AMPRI), Bhopal
who said, “Science that remains in the
books and the labs should be taken to
the masses.”
Dr Kanan Purkayastha, Scientific
and Environment Advisor from
the UK said that while translating
scientific concepts into different
languages, the semantic, conceptual
and normative equivalence should be
maintained.

Dr Mandal said
that the lack of a
reward system for
scientists to engage
with the public
is an impediment
to science
communication.
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Contemporary science literature
has to reach the masses and more
importantly without distortion,
said Dr C.M. Nautiyal, Science
Communication Consultant, Indian
National Science Academy. While
Mr Pathik Guha, Science Journalist,
Ananda Bazar Patrika said that science
literature should delight, inspire as
well as instruct.

Science Communication in
Indian Languages

Dr Aslam stressed
on the importance
of communicating
science through
regional languages.
Scientific attitude can
be propagated only if
it is delivered in one’s
local language, he
remarked.
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A session on science communication
in Indian languages was chaired
by Dr Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz,
Vice-Chancellor, Maulana Azad
Urdu University, Hyderabad. In his
introductory remarks, Dr Aslam
stressed on the importance of
communicating science through
regional languages. Scientific attitude
can be propagated only if it is delivered
in one’s local language, he remarked.
Dr Manas Pratim Das from All
India Radio, Siliguri shared about
the initiatives being followed in
Bangla language for communicating
science. Mr Hemant Lagvankar,
Science Communicator & Education
Consultant, Marathi Vigyan Parishad,
Maharashtra, in his lecture highlighted
the various science communication
activities being carried out in the
Marathi language. Dr N. Murugan,
Former Director of All India Radio,
Chennai highlighted the efforts being
undertaken in Tamil for science
popularization. And Mr A.S.K.V.S
Sharma, Senior Principal Scientist,
CSIR-Central Food Technological
Research Institute, Mysuru said
that from one of his studies, it was
observed that many students dropped

out from science stream after their
tenth standard owing to the English
language in which science is being
taught.

Science Communication –
Innovative Approaches

The session Science
c o m mu n i c a t i o n – I n n ova t ive
Approaches was chaired by Professor
Gabriel Gomez, Chicago University
and co-chaired by Dr G. Mahesh,
CSIR-NISCAIR, New Delhi.
Researchers, scientists and
students presented papers. Mr
Manoj Varghese, PhD Scholar, CSIRNISCAIR spoke on the impact
of infor mation, education and
communication related to Malaria,
TB and HIV/AIDS. Ms Snigdha
Panda, Assistant Teacher, Government
High School from Odisha discussed
posters as an impor tant tool
for science communication for
students. Mr Abhay Rajput, Scientist
of Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology spoke about India’s
science policies and the component
of science communication in these
policies.
Dr Amalendu Shekhar, Program
Executive, All India Radio, New Delhi
discussed about the role of electronic
media in science communication,
especially broadcast media. Mr Biju
Dharampalan, PhD Scholar, CSIRNISCAIR, New Delhi talked about the
use of QR codes for popularisation of
science magazines. Mr Anjan Banik,
Assistant Teacher and Freelance
Science Writer from Tripura discussed
the various steps taken by Tripura
government to popularise science
through newspapers.

Panel discussion on ‘Taking Science to the People ̶ Challenges & Sollutions’

Taking Science to the People enthralled the audience with beautifully
– Challenges & solutions
worded poetry about science and the
A panel discussion on “Talking
Science to the people – Challenges
and Solutions” was moderated by
Dr T.V. Venkateswaran, Scientist
F, Vigyan Prasar. Noted science
communicators Mr Pallava Bagla,
science communicator and
photojournalist, Mr Dinesh C. Sharma,
Managing Editor, India Science Wire,
Ms Subhra Priyadarshini, Chief
Editor, Nature India and Dr Manas
Pratim Das, Programme Executive,
All India Radio, Siliguri were the
panellists.
The panel discussed major
challenges in science communication
i n I n d i a , s u ch a s c o m b a t i n g
superstitions and the menace of
fake news and disinformation. The
experts were also of the view that
science communicators should play
an important role in spreading
awareness about climate change in
the society.

environment. The science drama,
Acharya Prafulla Chandra was presented
by Sukchar Pancham Repertory
Theatre, Kolkata.

Science Book Fair

In the session on science literature
for children, Dr Madhu Pant, Science
writer and Former Director, National
Bal Bhawan, New Delhi said that the
state of children’s science books in
India is dismal. She highlighted the
need for colourful science books laced
with humour that have catchy titles.
Many scientific phenomena
can be misconstrued as miracles if
children are not knowledgeable about
scientific concepts, said Dr Arvind
Dubey, Science writer & Professor,
Department of Pediatrics, Hind
Institute of Medical Sciences. Science
books should educate and bust myths,
he remarked.
The engaging session was attended
by a large number of excited school
Innovative Science
students.
Six science books published by
Communication
A Vigyan Kavi Sammelan and Science Vigyan Prasar were released during
Drama were organised. Ten poets the Science Book Fair. Speaking at

Many scientific
phenomena can be
misconstrued as
miracles if children
are not knowledgeable
about scientific
concepts, said Dr
Arvind Dubey
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Vigyan Kavi Sammelan

Prof. D.C. Chamola
said that a good
writer acts like a
weaver and captures
the fullness of
human emotion
and captivates the
readers’ mind.
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The lead speaker Dr Pallab Banerji,
Professor & Head, Materials Science
Centre, IIT Kharagpur mentioned that
in spite of the science communication
efforts, superstitions and myths still
persists in our society. Invited speakers
shared their views on challenges faced
by science communicators across the
globe.
Some of the major recommendtions included bringing out more
popular science books; involving
industries in S&T communication;
making communication of science a
major scientific social responsibility;
and delivering S&T concepts in local
languages.
Round Table Meet and
Mr Kapil Tripathi, Scientist F,
Summing up
The three-day Vigyanika: International Vigyan Prasar proposed the vote of
Science Literature Festival concluded thanks.
with the Round Table Meet on
7 November 2019. The session was Compiled by Ankita Rathore, Anu, Biju
chaired by Prof. Hak-Soo-Kim, Former Dharmapalan, Harshada H, Hemanth,
Chair, AASSA Special Committee Karikay Shukla, Moumita Mazumdar,
o n S H A R E C o m m u n i c a t i o n , Nikita, Mansi Gupta, Raghul M R,
Prerna Singh
South Korea.
the book release function, Prof. D.C.
Chamola, Dean, Faculty of Adhunik
Gyan Vigyan, Professor & Head,
Department of Hindi and Linguistics,
Uttarakhand Sanskrit University,
Haridwar said that a good writer acts
like a weaver and captures the fullness
of human emotion and captivates the
readers’ mind.
A science debate competition on
the theme “Is social media changing the
science communication landscape?”,
a science cartoon competition and a
science magic show were organised
during the book fair.

Dr Shekhar C. Mande Presides over IISF
Precursor Events at CSIR-CBRI
CSIR-Central Building Research
Institute, Roorkee, organised a Public
Outreach Programme for school
children, college students, teachers,
industry personnel, media and public
as a precursor event for the 5th India
International Science Festival (IISF2019) on October 29, 2019. Dr
Shekhar C. Mande, Director General,
CSIR and Secretary DSIR presided
over the Curtain Raiser event.
While addressing the gathering,
Dr Shekhar C. Mande, Director
General, CSIR described the essence
of India International Science Festival
(IISF 2019) — one of the largest
science marathons of the nation
and its success in bringing together
students, researchers, innovators and
public from all strata and regions on
one platform for symbiotic growth
of science, society and nation overall.
Interacting with the students
and young researchers, Dr Mande

During Inauguration

inspired them from the life and works
of incredible Indian scientists and
discussed major scientific contributions
of Sir C.V. Raman, Satyendra Nath
Bose, Srinivasa Ramanujam, Meghnad

Interacting with the
students and young
researchers,
Dr Mande inspired
them from the
life and works of
incredible Indian
scientists

A section of the audience
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Addressing the gathering, Dr Shekhar C. Mande, Director General, CSIR

Dr Shekhar Mande
encouraged the
students to participate
in the main event of
IISF 2019 at Kolkata
with the theme “RISEN
India – Research,
Innovation, and
Science Empowering
the Nation”.

Saha, Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis,
and C.R. Rao. He motivated the
students to come up with nextgeneration ideas and out-of-the-box
solutions for local, national and global
problems. Discussions were carried
out on varied topics ranging from
light wavelength, structure of light,
bosons, electromagnetic induction,
Raman scattering to the formation
of black holes, mathematical analysis
and application of Vedic science in
the modern era.
Dr Shekhar Mande encouraged
the students to participate in the main
event of IISF 2019 at Kolkata with
the theme “RISEN India – Research,

Dr N. Gopalakrishnan, Director, CSIR-CBRI,
Roorkee, delivering the welcome address
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Innovation, and Science Empowering
the Nation”.
Earlier, Dr N. Gopalakrishnan,
Director, CSIR-CBRI, Roorkee, in his
welcome address said that the presence
of the Head of the CSIR Family has
honoured, humbled and inspired
the gathering. He apprised about
the R&D activities and technologies
developed by the Institute and said
that focus is on developing “Neutral
Science” for the growth of society and
nation overall. He urged the young
participants to partake in the IISF2019 events in the “City of Science
— Kolkata” with an open mind and
enthusiasm.

Dr Mahesh Bhatt, President, VIBHA,
Dehradun Region

Dr Mahesh Bhatt, President,
VIBHA, Dehradun Region,
Uttarakhand, informed the gathering
about VIBHA — Vijana Bharati
— its history and development in
promoting “science by the people &
science for the people”. He said that
VIBHA is continuously working to
connect science with society.
Dr Atul Kumar Agarwal, Senior
Principal Scientist and Nodal Officer
IISF 2019, CSIR-CBRI encouraged
the students to adopt a scientific
approach and adopt a curious outlook
towards life leading to creativity and
innovation. He also briefed about
the various student-scientist connect
programmes being organised by
CSIR-CBRI, to reconnect students
with STEM and research-based
education, inculcate scientific temper
in young minds and develop a
scientific-intellectual society free of
superstitions. Dr Suvir Singh, Chief
Scientist conducted the proceedings
and Dr Harpal Singh, Chief Scientist
presented a vote of thanks.
Dr Shekhar Mande also planted

a tree at the Institute premises to
encourage everyone to protect the
environment and live in harmony
with nature.
The dignitaries and participants also
visited the CSIR-CBRI Technology
Exhibition at the Museum Hall and
viewed the technologies developed
by the Institute.
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‘Social Media Communication’ Training
Programme at NISCAIR

Dr G Mahesh addressing the participants

Dr G Mahesh
talked about the
need for science
communication in
recent time and how
social media as a tool
is helpful in building
public trust.
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A training programme on ‘Social
Media Communication’ was held at
CSIR-NISCAIR (National Institute
of Science Communication and
Information Resources), Satsang
Vihar, New Delhi, during 2-6
September 2019. The training
prog ramme brought tog ether
academic researchers, professors, PhD
scholars, MSc students and librarians
under one roof wanting to learn
more about science communication
through social media.
The five-day training programme
included keynote address at the
inaugural session, several talks on
various topics related to science
communication & social media and
valedictory speech. The training
programme was organised by Dr
Mukesh Pund, Dr G Mahesh and Dr
Salim Ansari from CSIR-NISCAIR
with the help of project assistants,
Ms Preeti Bhargava and Mr Salman
Sheikh, as a part of CSIR Integrated
skill initiative.

During his keynote address, Dr
G Mahesh, Senior Principal Scientist
talked about the need for science
communication in recent time and
how social media as a tool is helpful
in building public trust. This was
followed by the introduction of
participants who communicated their
motivation and expectations regarding
the training programme.
Talking on ‘Contents for Social
Media’, Dr Mahesh discussed the key
role content plays in any of the social
media and said, “Content is more
important than the technology behind
it”. He explained how creativity,
passion and frequency fuel the
quality of content on social media.
Furthermore, he emphasised to
focus on the infrastructure of social
media which includes 3Cs (Container,
Conduit & Connection) in order to be
more organised and to make the most
of social media engagement.
Mr Mukesh Pund, Senior
Principal Scientist, NISCAIR, in his

lecture on ‘Digital Communication,
Technolog y and Impact of the
Internet on Society’, discussed global
societal transformation that the
internet has caused in recent time.
He mentioned the Internet to be a
decisive technology of information
age and the transformation it has
brought in today’s communication
environment creating a vast impact
on the society.
In the next session on ‘Social
Media: Background & History’, Mr
Pund gave a glimpse of the evolution
of social media from 19th to 20th
century. This was followed by a
hands-on session on ‘Introduction
to HTML & Web 2.0’ by Mr Sanjay
Burde, Principal Scientist, NISCAIR.
He talked about the importance of
HTML and Web 2.0 to collaborate
and share information amongst
people online.
In another session on ‘Design &
Development of Blogs’, Mr Mukesh
Pund familiarised the participants
with online free tools available to
create blogs and tips & tricks to get
most public engagement for blogs.
Mr Nimish Kapoor, Scientist,
Vigyan Prasar, New Delhi, in his
lecture on ‘Fact Check: Verification
of Viral Photo & Video, Meta Data &
Source Checking’, introduced various
image search engines for checking
the authenticity of viral pictures on
social media like TinEye, Cydrial,
Baidu, Yandex, etc. He opined that
social media has become a platform
to edit & upload fake/viral pictures
to misinform public. He emphasised
that in today’s technology-driven
world it is essential to be aware of
verification of fake photos & videos.
This was followed by an interactive

Mr Nimish Kapoor, giving a lecture on ‘Online
Verification and Fact-checking’

Dr Mukesh Pund talking about ‘Impact of the
Internet on Society’

hands-on session to identify fake
pictures using Google Reverse Image
Search using video tools like Invid EU
Chrome extension, Jefferey’s Meta
Data Viewer and Watch Frame by
Frame for identification and analysis
of fake videos on social media.
During the prog ramme, an
interactive activity was also conducted
to make the audience understand the
interdependence of ‘Collaboration,
Community & Communication’.
Subsequently, ‘Case Studies of Popular
Social Media Sites involved in Science
Communication and Information
Dissemination’ were also discussed
during which participants were divided
into groups and each group of five
worked together and presented a case
study each on different social media
platforms like Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube and Instagram.

Mr Nimish Kapoor
emphasised that in
today’s technologydriven world it is
essential to be aware
of verification of fake
photos & videos.
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Mr Mukesh Pund
gave detailed analysis
of both social media
platforms and
discussed differences
in the kind of content
suited for Facebook
and LinkedIn.
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leveraging both SEO and
social media marketing
can boost more traffic on
the desired social media
platforms.
Another session on
‘Social Media and Analytics:
Measuring the Impact’ gave
insights into how social
media impact and ROI
Dr G. Mahesh talking about twitter as a tool for social
(Rate on Investment) is
media communication
measured. With the help
The fourth day, Mr Mukesh Pund of different social media platforms,
delivered a lecture on ‘Online Tools participants were made to understand
for Social Media Communication: the analysing of data using social
Facebook, LinkedIn’, and gave media analytics tools to track social
detailed analysis of both social media media progress.
During the valedictory function,
platforms and discussed differences
Dr
Manoj Patairiya, Director, CSIRin the kind of content suited for
NISCAIR, New Delhi, talked about
Facebook and LinkedIn. In the next
the importance of social media in
session on ‘Social Media Policies
the field of science communication.
and Management, Cyber Security &
He exhorted the young scientific
Privacy’, participants were introduced
communicators present to emphasise
to the different analysis & content on social media research as a means
management tools like Brand 24, D for effective science communication
Space, Rapid Miner, GATE, etc.
to inform the public better. He
In the last session, Mr Sanjay also congratulated and distributed
Burde discussed another important certificates of appreciation to all the
tool i.e. Search Engine Optimization participants for completing the five(SEO) and its role in social media day training programme successfully.
communication. He talked about the
complex relationship between SEO Contributed by Ankita Rathore PhD
and social media marketing. In fact, (Science Communication & Technology)

CSIR-NISCAIR Celebrates Vigilance
Awareness Week
CSIR-NISCAIR (National
Institute of Science
Communication and
Information Resources),
New Delhi, celebrated
the Vigilance Awareness
Week during 28 October
2019 to 2 November 2019.
Vigilance Awareness Week is
observed to encourage participation in
combating and preventing corruption
and spreading awareness among all.
T h e V i g i l a n c e We e k w a s
observed aligning with this year’s
motto “Integrity — A way of Life”.
The observance of the Vigilance
Awareness Week commenced with a
pledge by staff members at NISCAIR.
During the week, various activities
relevant to the theme were conducted
such as essay writing and poster
making competitions. Subsequently,
an informative and interactive talk on
“Preventive Vigilance” by Shri Y.K.
Sharma, Ex-Sr Deputy Secretary was
also organised which was attended by
around 40 employees of the office.

Further, as per the instructions of
CVC (Central Vigilance Commission),
CSIR-NISCAIR org anised an
“Awareness Gram Sabha” for the
villagers of Roni Rampur village in
Greater Noida on 1 November 2019
for which a team was constituted to
visit the Gram Sabha and organise
awareness programme in vernacular
language. The Sabha was attended
by a huge gathering in Roni Rampur
village including Sarpanch and around
sixty villagers who raised many
questions regarding corruption. The
NISCAIR team provided suggestions
by educating them about the tools
available with the citizens of India for
countering corruption.

During the week,
various activities
relevant to the theme
were conducted
such as essay writing
and poster making
competitions.
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During mini-marathon

Some of the Gram
Sabha participating
villagers also
accompanied CSIRNISCAIR team to the
school and actively
participated in the
programme.

To involve young villagers, a minimarathon in the three categories was
organised. The first category included
villagers more than 15 years of age,
second category included villagers
lower than 15 years and third category
was for girls only. Prizes were kept in
all the three categories for the first
three winners. All the participants
were given special T-shirts with
logo of NISCAIR and “Vigilance
Awareness Week 2019”.
An awareness programme was also
organised for primary school children
in Roni Rampur village. Some of the
Gram Sabha participating villagers also
accompanied CSIR-NISCAIR team to

the school and actively participated in
the programme. Two events for boys
and girls were organised – for girls
musical chair event and a tug-of-war
event. The villagers enjoyed all the
activities wholeheartedly.
The programmes of the Gram
Sabha and the school organised by
CSIR-NISCAIR got considerable
media coverage and were published
in four national newspapers i.e
Deshbandhu, Dainik Jagran, Rashtriya
Sahara and Amar Ujala. T hey
appreciated the initiatives taken by
CSIR-NISCAIR on the occasion.
On 4 November 2019, in a function
organised at CSIR-NISCAIR winners
of the essay writing and poster making
competitions were awarded.

Coverage of “Vigilance Awareness Week” in Newspapers
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CSIR-NAL Organises CSIR
Industry Meet

A n In dustr y M e e t un d e r t h e
theme ‘Aerospace, Electronics,
Instrumentation & Strategic Sectors
(AEISS)’ was organised by CSIR-NAL
(National Aerospace Laboratories),
Bengaluru, on 18 October 2019.
This was the first of its kind in
CSIR wherein 10 theme laboratories
came under one roof in organising
the event for the mutual benefit of
industries and furthering the socioeconomic development of the nation.
CSIR has initiated theme-based
R&D programmes to bring about
synergy among the laboratories
and result in faster development of
products and technologies. There
has been an increasing interest in the
utilisation of the CSIR laboratories’
knowledgebase by private industries.
To further boost the same, this
requires partnership with private
industry that encourages repeated
interaction, which will contribute
to building mutual trust needed for
sustained cooperation and commercial
exploitation of knowledgebase and
technologies.

With this backdrop CSIR-NAL,
in association with sister laboratories
CSIR-CEERI, CSIR-CMERI, CSIRNML, CSIR-CGCRI, CSIR-CSIO,
CSIR-IMMT, CSIR-AMPRI, CSIRCECRI and CSIR-IIP organised the
industry meet.
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Events

This event was a giant
step taken by CSIR to
reach out to industries
in furthering the
ambitious ‘Make in
India’ programme of
the Government.

This event was a giant step taken
by CSIR to reach out to industries
in furthering the ambitious ‘Make in
India’ programme of the Government
through its technologies and
engineering design capabilities. More
than 100 industries from aerospace
& defence manufacturing including
leading industries like BEL, HPCL,
Aditya Birla, Titan Industries, Reliance
Composites, etc., participated in the
event.
Jitendra J. Jadhav, Director, CSIRNAL offered industries various
business opportunities in partnership
and collaborative mode and also
creating start-ups/incubators with
industry partnership. As a part of the
event, CSIR laboratories showcased

their technologies and engineering
design capabilities followed by one
to one interaction. The industry
representatives appreciated the
technologies for commercialisation
and engineering design capabilities and
showed a keen interest in collaboration
in the areas of aerospace, electronics,
instrumentation & strategic sectors.
About 30 industries are keen on
adopting CSIR technologies in the
areas of composites, hard coatings,
PZT coatings, avionics systems,
medical devices, Multi-Zone Hot
Bonder, autoclave, Wind-Solar Hybrid
system (WiSH), MEMS sensors, GMR
current sensor, UAV-Suchan, PVDF
sensors, etc.,

CSIR-CBRI Motivates Students during
Science Exhibitions & Seminars under
JIGYASA
students’ visualisation and application
of different scientific concepts as
models, written reports or oral
presentations and encouraged them.

Science Exhibition by Students
on 2 September 2019: A lecture

CSIR-Central Building Research
Institute (CBRI), Roorkee, guided
and motivated students during various
exhibitions and seminars presented
by students. Scientists appraised the
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on “Jigyasa: A Scientific Approach to
Life” wherein students were informed
that a scientific outlook would help
them identify their local, national and
global problems, and guide them in
finding possible solutions through
brainstorming, questioning, research,
experiments and innovations.
About 75 students of class 9-11
presented their models on various
topics.

Children’s Science Congress
on 3 September 2019: A lecture

on “Jigyasa: Sustainable Development
Goals” in which students were briefed
about the 17 Goals on poverty,
hunger, inequality, education, energy
and water conservation, climate
change, etc., adopted by UN and its
member countries to counter these
global problems and achieve world
prosperity.
More than 75 students of class
9-11 presented Seminar Presentations
on local issues supplemented with
Local Survey Reports, Questionnaires
and Detailed Written Report under
Five Focal Themes – Ecosystem
& Ecosystem Services; Traditional
Knowledge System; Waste to Wealth;
Society Culture & Livelihood; and of scientific concepts and their
application through models.
Health & Hygiene.

Himalaya Day on 9 September 47 th KVS Regional Science
2 0 1 9 : L e c t u r e o n “ J i g y a s a : Exhibition on 19 September
Conservation of Himalayan Ecology” 2019: During 47th KVS (Jawaharlal
to celebrate the Himalaya Day. The
importance of mountains for the
survival of life on Earth was discussed
as they are the source of our rivers
and home to a large variety of flora
and fauna and medicinal herbs.
Even though there are many rules
and laws to protect the biodiversity
of the Himalayas, it is our moral
obligation to preserve this heritage
through small but effective steps of
plantation, reservoir conservation,
water harvesting, traditional organic
farming, prohibition of single-use
plastic, etc.
More than 250 students, in two
categories — class 1-5 and class
9-12 presented their understanding

Nehru National Science, Mathematics,
and Environment) Regional Science
Exhibition 2019-2020, students
presented their understanding
of scientific concepts and their
application on Focal Theme “Science
& Technolog y for Sustainable
Development” under six sub-themes
through models.
To celebrate the 150th Anniversary
of Mendeleev’s Periodic Table,
about 25 students from 11 Kendriya
Vidyalayas of Uttarakhand state
presented Seminar Oral/PPT
Presentations on the Periodic Table
– its history, importance, structure,
elements and modern periodic
table etc.
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Appointment

Dr Ranjana Aggarwal
has been assigned the
additional charge of
the post of Director,
CSIR-National
Institute of Science
Communication and
Information Resources
(CSIR-NISCAIR),
New Delhi.

Dr Ranjana Aggarwal
Joins CSIR-NISCAIR
as Acting Director

Dr Ranjana Aggarwal, Director,
CSIR-National Institute of Science
Technology and Development Studies
(CSIR-NISTADS), New Delhi, has
been assigned the additional charge of
the post of Director, CSIR-National
Institute of Science Communication
and Information Resources (CSIRNISCAIR), New Delhi.
Earlier, Dr Ranjana Aggarwal
served as Professor of Chemistry
and Director, Women’s Studies
Research Centre at Kurukshetra
University, Kurukshetra where she
was actively engaged in capacity
building programmes, promotion
of gender sensitisation and skill
development particularly among rural
women.
She obtained her BSc, MSc and
PhD degrees from Kurukshetra
University and then after carrying
out two years postdoctoral research

on erythromycin biosynthesis at
Cambridge University, UK, she joined
her Alma mater in 1995 as a lecturer.
Subsequently, she worked in many well
known European labs at Cambridge
University as Commonwealth Fellow,
Trinity College Dublin, Ireland and
the University of Trieste, Italy. She is
actively collaborating with scientists
of the USA, Spain and Ireland.
Her research interests consist
of design and synthesis of
azaheterocycles, involving green
reagents of therapeutic interest
as anticancer, anti-inflammatory,
antimicrobial and photodynamic
agents, computational studies and
2D NMR spectroscopy. She has also
been granted a research grant by the
Haryana State Council for Science and
Technology to develop new leads to
treat cancer by targeting DNA.
Her research contributions have
been acknowledged in the form of
awards, notably Dr Basudev Banerji
Memorial Award (2014) by Indian
Chemical Society and Prof. S.S.
Katiyar Endowment Award (2015)
by Indian Science Congress. As an
accomplished academician, she has
been nominated as Member of the
National Monitoring Committee for
Minorities Education by MHRD,
New Delhi. She is a visitor’s Nominee
for Delhi University and Central
University, Assam, Silchar and
Chancellor’s Nominee for many
Haryana State Universities.
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